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ABSTRACT:

Laser scanning- or ”LIDAR”-based systems show perfect performance during time-critical events, like data collection in disaster mana-
gement. To this end the research reports from classification of damagedbuildings, a special challenge, for which first results are given.
Firstly, mathematical foundations compile some new insights which are specific for the mentioned task, like Bolzano’s theorem and
statistical tests based on an extended Gauss-Markov model. Secondly, itis presented how these tools support the segmentation of planar
surfaces and the classification of TIN segments into undamaged and damaged elements as well as into connecting triangles. Results
are presented for real data from a training area of the Swiss Military Disaster Relief. The present status of the investigation shows that
clear assumptions can be made for damaged buildings. Further steps willfuse additional knowledge in terms of data and algorithms.

1 INTRODUCTION

Disaster Management issues, unfortunately, are of growing im-
portance worldwide. In any case of disaster, spatial data are the
backbone for adequate decisions.

This is particularly true in case of time-critical situations, where
the responsible experts have to make their decisions very fast with
respect to save as many lives as possible. Therefore, image-based
data acquisition including automatic image analysis procedures
proves to be an excellent tool in a disaster environment.

More precisely, laser scanning (”LIDAR”) shows an ideal per-
formance for such environments due to fast and geometrically
precise data. At the IPF the technique has been analysed in the
context of strong earthquakes since 1997 (Steinle & Bähr 1999;
Vögtle & Steinle 2000). However, a general problem is the lack
of ”real” laser scanning data from earthquakes or similar occa-
sions: synthetic simulations of destroyed or damaged buildings
would never fully reveal what might happen in reality.

This problem has overcome by a laser scanning flight of a camp
from the Swiss Military Disaster Relief. The camp contains a
complete collection of different types of destroyed or damaged
building ensembles. The aim of this publication is to show the
performance of laser scanning data for detection and classifica-
tion of such an environment. This is a challenging new task
which starts from the results for modelling undamaged build-
ings, which have been broadly published (see e.g. Kaartinen et
al. 2005; Schwalbe et al. 2005; Steinle 2005).

Before starting, some basic terms have to be clarified. The over-
all aim is classificationof damaged buildings recorded by laser
scanning in the context of disasters, like earthquakes. Classifica-
tion means to assign unknown patterns to a priori given classes.
The classes are expressed by names (concepts). This is a very
important observation, since concepts are by nature ambiguous
(Bähr & Müller 2004; B̈ahr 2005).

The patterns to be classified are the result of asegmentationpro-
cess of the LIDAR point clouds. Therefore, segmentation is a
necessary step with respect to the following classification and
means division of the point cloud into homogenous features.Ho-
mogeneitymay be very diverse, like patches of similar colour,

shape or orientation, like edges of similar length, width and mu-
tual position and even like point clusters of given distribution.
The features extracted in the segmentation process are, nota bene,
without any semantics.

Finally, the termmodelneeds some comments, since its use is of-
ten vague and not clearly defined. In the context of this work the
model contains the knowledge (i.e. facts and rules) necessary for
segmentation of the point cloud. Subsequently,modellingmeans
formalising the physical world in order to make the data fit for
reasoning.

2 SOME MATHEMATICAL FOUNDATIONS

2.1 Theory of Model Error Detection in Gauss-Markov Mo-
dels

In order to check a Gauss-Markov model for model errors, the
initial model given by

l + v = A x̂ and Cll = σ2
0 Qll = σ2

0 P−1 (1)

may be extended. To do this,p new unknownsy are introduced,
which compensate gross errors from single observations or from
groups of observations (see Baarda 1967; Baarda 1968; Heck
1985; Niemeier 2002).

While the stochastic model remains unchanged, the extended
functional model is given by

l + v̄ = A ˆ̄x + B ŷ. (2)

The matrixB describes the influence of the new parametersy
on the observations. Since the residuals and the estimates of the
unknowns change in relation to the initial model, these values
are written as̄v and ˆ̄x. The estimates of the new unknowns are
collected in the vector̂y. The extensionB ŷ may be regarded as
an improvement of the initial model. The redundancyr̄ of the
extended model is given by

r̄ = dim(l) −
(

dim(ˆ̄x) + dim(ŷ)
)

= r − p (3)



wherer is the redundancy of the initial model.

If B is column-regular, the weighted square sum of the residuals
Ω̄ = v̄T P v̄ of the extended model follows from the weighted
square sum of the residualsΩ = vT P v of the initial model:

Ω̄ = Ω − ŷ T Q−1
yy ŷ = Ω − ∆Ω (4)

with

ŷ = −Qyy BT P v and Qyy = (BT P Qvv PB)−1

This equation shows clearly that the model extension leads to a
reduction of the weighted sum of the squares of the residuals.
The extension makes sense only if the square sumΩ̄ of the ex-
tended model becomes significantly smaller than the respective
value from the initial model (Ω). This is precisely the case if∆Ω
is significantly larger than zero.

This case may be checked by means of a parameter test. The be-
lief that the model errors are not significant (i.e. the initial model
does fit to the physical reality) corresponds to the null hypothesis
H0. The alternative hypothesisHA, on the other hand, assumes
that model errors do exist and therefore the extended model has
to be accepted. In order to test whether the model errors are sig-
nificant, the weighted square sum∆Ω may be compared to the
a priori varianceσ2

0 or to the a posteriori variancē̂σ2 of the ex-
tended model (Niemeier 2002).

The corresponding test statistics are

T1 =
ŷ T Q−1

yy ŷ

σ2
0

∼ χ2
(p,λ) = p · F(p,∞,λ) (5)

and

T2 =
ŷ T Q−1

yy ŷ

ˆ̄σ2
∼ p · F(p,r−p,λ) (6)

respectively. Ify = E(ŷ) is the expectation of̂y,

λ =
y T Q−1

yy y

σ2
0

(7)

is the non-centrality parameter of the (non-central) Fisher distri-
bution and vanishes ifH0 is valid.

2.2 Segmentation of Planar Surfaces

The selected approach for modelling buildings is based on the as-
sumption that undamaged buildings may be represented by planar
surfaces. For the extraction of planar surface elements a region
growing algorithm is used, taking 2.5D raster data. The starting
point for any surface segment is a seed region which fulfils the
condition that then assigned points are approximately located
in a plane. The parameters of this plane are determined by least
squares adjustment. Owing to only 3 unknowns (â0, â1, â2), the
solution of the adjustment may be given straightforward by the
well known expressions (xi, yi: position coordinates;g(xi, yi):
height):

g(xi, yi) + vi = â0 + xi â1 + yi â2 (8)
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After determination of the seed region any of the adjacent pix-
els which were not yet assigned to a surface segment is tested
whether it fulfils the planar equation under concern. To this end,
in a first step the plane is computed again, based on the enlarged
set of points. In a second step it is decided by a global test, in-
volving

Tglob =
vT P v

σ2
0

∼ χ2
r , (10)

if the null hypothesis can be accepted.v is the column vector of
least squares residuals resulting from the enlarged set of points.

Moreover, the model error detection method described in chapter
2.1 is taken in order to check whether the tested point might show
a gross error.

In case of rejection of the null hypothesis by either the global
test or the model error detection method, the model contains an
unacceptable error. As the model was ok before adding the point,
the conclusion is that this point does not fit to the plane. The
results of the segmentation procedure are stored in a so-called
label imagefrom where they are taken for further processing.

2.3 Bolzano’s Theorem for Retrieving Vertical Planes

By the segmentation of planar surfaces vertical planes cannot be
extracted. Therefore, the neighbourhood between the planes may
only be determined, for a first step, in relation to the projection of
the segments onto the ground plane. By this procedure it is im-
possible to recognise if adjacent planes do really intersect at their
border lines. Due to this situation for any contour line recovered
from the ground plane it is necessary to test if a vertical break ex-
ists between the two neighbouring segments. In case of detection
of such a vertical break, a vertical plane has to be inserted in the
course of the border line in order to form a consistent building
model.

Based on this procedure it is tested if adjacent planes do really
intersect in the vicinity of a common border line. Because of
linear height change along the border line it is sufficient to test
in the endpoints if there is a significant height difference between
the two planes.

The methodology is based on Bolzano’s theorem (see Bronstein
et al. 2001 (p.61)):

If a functionf(x) is defined and continuous on a closed
interval[a, b ] and the values of the function in the end-
points of the intervalf(a) andf(b) have different signs,
then there exists at least one valuec, wheref(x) is
zero:

f(c) = 0 for a < c < b.

Geometrically spoken, the curve of a continuous func-
tion intersects thex-axis at least one time at the transi-
tion from one side of thex-axis to the other.



This mathematical theorem is graphically explained and sub-
sumed to the case of segmentation of planes in Figure 1. For any
border line of the two planesA andB exist exactly two vertical
planes, which respectively contain one of the two endpointsPA

andPE of the border line and which are orthogonal to that line.
By intersecting the two vertical planes with the planesA andB,
the four straight linesgAA

, gBA
, gAE

andgBE
are created. More

precisely, the linesgAA
andgBA

result from the intersection with
the vertical plane which containsPA, whereas the linesgAE

and
gBE

result from the intersection with the vertical plane which
containsPE .

This height checking test investigates whether the straight lines
which result from intersection with one of the vertical planes do
intersect within a given interval. The valuek that defines the
interval may be chosen arbitrarily, but it controls the velocity of
the procedure and the quality of the final results.

As a straight line is a continuous function, the distance between
two straight lines again is continuous. Therefore, instead of test-
ing intersection of two lines within a particular interval, it may
be asked whether the function which results from the distance
between the two lines shows a zero point within this interval.

In order to determine if the linesgAA
andgBA

do meet in the
interval which is given byPA1 andPA2 it has to be tested after
Bolzano’s theorem if the differencesdA1 anddA2 from the func-
tions of both lines show the same sign. If so, the two lines do
not meet within the given interval and vice versa (see Figure 1 (b)
and (c)).

If both the linesgAA
, gBA

and gAE
, gBE

do intersect within
the intervals defined by the pointsPA1, PA2 andPE1, PE2, re-
spectively, the trace of the resulting line in the ground plane is
within the red domain of Figure 1 (a). This means that it nearly
matches the estimated border line. Consequently, the intersection
of this line with other edges will lead to points in the estimated
locations. Therefore, in such cases no vertical plane has to be
inserted. However, if only one of the two line pairs intersects
in the given interval or if no intersection can be determined at
all, the vertical gap between the segmentsA andB in the vicin-
ity of the border line is too large and the intersection is rejected.
To make the model consistent, a vertical plane has to be intro-
duced. The equation of this plane may easily be determined by
the coordinates of the pointsPA andPE together with the vertical
condition.

3 FROM SEGMENTS TO CAD MODELS FOR
UNDAMAGED BUILDINGS

In order to do the step from single segments to CAD models after
completion of the surface segmentation, an analysis of the neigh-
bourhood conditions of the surfaces has to be performed. For this
reason by means of morphological operators and starting from
the label image(see par. 2.2), it is checked in a 2D space which
surface segments are adjacent (according to (Steinle 2005)). In a
next step the border lines between neighbouring segments are de-
termined. For the itinerary of the border lines it is tested if breaks
between adjacent segments do occur, a case which would demand
the insertion of a vertical plane. For this procedure the described
approach based on Bolzano’s theorem is taken (see par. 2.3).

After the topological relations between the single surfaces are
known, the lines which describe the edges of the buildings may
be determined from intersections of the planes. The topology of
the edges is derived indirectly from the neighbourhood conditions
of the surfaces, since the edges are not determined directly from
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the original data but from plane intersections. The corner points
of the buildings are the result of intersecting edges.

Since the geometrical primitives and the corresponding topology
is known, it is possible to construct a wireframe model auto-
matically. Commercial visualisation software shows certain con-
straints and therefore does not fully allow presenting such a wire-
frame model. One of the limitations is that surfaces can be dis-
played only if they are composed of 3 or at maximum of 4 points.
Since the surfaces of buildings are generally made of more than
4 points, it is required to cut the surfaces into subsurfaces (e.g.
triangles). To this end in a first step the border polygons of sin-
gle building surfaces are determined. Afterwards it is tested if
the polygons are ”simple polygons” what means that ”non adja-
cent edges” do not contain common points. For all ”non simple
polygons” a reduction to simple polygons is mandatory, e.g. after
Sunday’s method (Sunday 2005).

The polygons then have to be cut into triangles, what in our case
is performed by a Constrained Delaunay Triangulation. It must be
pointed out that a bordering polygon of a roof surface may con-
tain another polygon of the same surface completely. This e.g.
happens in case of garrets which appear within a roof surface.
The central polygon then has to be excluded from the triangula-
tion. An example for an automatically generated building model
is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Automatically generated building model

4 CLASSIFICATION OF DAMAGED BUILDINGS

Classification of damages in buildings affected by earthquakes
presents a key research topic at Karlsruhe University since a de-
cade (Steinle & B̈ahr 1999). The solutions all have to be based on
comparing pre- and post event structures of the buildings under
investigation. In a first step appropriate models for describing
damages from the laser scanning data have to be set up.

Damaged buildings may show very different damage types. The
types to be discriminated are summarised in a damage catalogue
as shown in Figure 3. In detail, for each damage type descrip-
tions and geometrical characteristics are assigned. As geometry
is concerned, features are e.g. differences in height and volume
as well as changes of the inclinations of the building’s surfaces
(Schweier & Markus 2004).

Therefore, modelling damaged buildings has to take into account
such geometrical features which characterise the respective dam-
age types well. The sequence of the approach is given in Figure 4.
In a first step planar surfaces are segmented (see par. 2.2) in or-
der to answer questions about change of inclinations and about
size of the registered surfaces. In case of strong damages the
segmentation results in many small surface elements and many
non-segmented pixels. If a reference model of the undamaged
building structure is available, an estimation is possible, whether
damage occurred or not. This may be done by comparing num-
ber and size of the surfaces under concern. If no reference model
is available, speculation must be done most carefully (e.g. many
small surfaces might represent a dome).
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Figure 3: Compilation of the damage types (Schweier & Markus
2004)
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Figure 4: Workflow of the modelling of damaged buildings

After the surface segmentation a planar Delaunay-based TIN in
2.5D is produced. For the definition of the mesh points the re-
sults from the surface segmentation have to be taken into account.
Therefore, points have to be selected which guarantee that the
produced triangles match the adjusted planes sufficiently in seg-
mented areas. This is the case if, for any segmented pixel, a grid
point is produced with position coordinatesxP andyP equal to
the pixel coordinates and with heightzP computed in such a way
that the point exactly matches the extracted plane. This height
may be derived from the general equation of a plane:

zP = (d − a xP − b yP )/c (11)

As the non segmented points of course have to be integrated into
the triangulation, too, for each pixel which was not assigned to
a surface segment a point is added to the number of the mesh
points, whereas its coordinates are taken from the respective pix-
el. For reducing the number of the created triangles, only the non
segmented points and the border points of the surface segments
are accepted as mesh points. Figure 5 shows the TIN of an area
with damaged buildings.

Figure 5: Produced TIN of an area with damaged buildings



Because of the ambiguity of the 2D Delaunay Triangulation in a
raster domain, the TIN produced this way is not fully clear as it
may lead to different results in case of regular distribution of the
grid points. A 3D approach would improve this situation.

After creating the TIN the triangles have to be classified accord-
ing to Figure 4. For each triangle it is tested, whether its cor-
ners were assigned by the surface segmentation process to the
same segment i.e. whether the triangle is located in the associ-
ated plane. If this is true, the triangle represents a part of the
assigned plane and is added to the class ofplane triangles. It
may happen that the corners of a triangle are not part of a sin-
gle plane. For this type of triangle the termplanes connecting
triangle is used because it is representing a connection between
two or three planar surfaces. If a triangle contains just one point
which was not segmented it is classified asdebris triangle. For
such triangles the probability exists that they represent strongly
damaged building parts.

Narrow shaped planar surfaces are not registered, because in the
surface segmentation process a new surface segment may be cre-
ated only if a seed region is found which shows a minimum area
(e.g. 3 x 3 pixels) and fulfils a certain precondition (see par. 2.2).
Therefore it may happen e.g. that side roofs or parts of ton-shaped
roofs are represented bydebris triangles(see par. 5).

To avoid this problem, a second segmentation is executed starting
from thedebris triangles(Figure 4). In this process it is looked
for several neighbouringdebris triangleslying approximately in
a plane. The used approach is similar to the first segmentation
based on raster data (see par. 2.2). The starting point is built by
a debris triangle. First of all the parameters of the plane defined
by the three points of this triangle are calculated. Afterwards it
is tested for any of the neighbouring triangles if it concerns ade-
bris triangle. If this is the case a regression plane is calculated
through the points of the initial triangle and the points of the cur-
rently examined triangle. In order to check the correctness of the
used model a global test (eq. (10)) and a test for blunders (eq. (5)
and (6)) are carried out. Is the model accepted by both tests the
triangles are lying approximately in a plane. So the examined tri-
angle is assigned to the new segment. Is the assumption rejected
the triangle is not assigned to the new segment and the plane para-
meters are reset. In both cases the next adjacent triangle is looked
at. In the further steps the regression plane is calculated through
the points of all triangles that have already been assigned to the
new segment and the point of the momentarily considered trian-
gle that does not belong to one of the other triangles. If no further
adjacent triangle can be found that fulfils the requirements it is
tested how many triangles have been assigned to the segment. If
the number is less than a given number the area of the segment is
regarded as too small and therefore the segment is deleted.

After the second segmentation, the triangles of course have to
be classified once more. Now, two new classes are introduced:
segment trianglesandsegment/planes connecting triangles. The
first mentioned class represents newly detected surface segments.
The second class contains triangles which connect new detected
segments or new and old ones.

5 RESULTS

It has to be highlighted that the classification approach for dam-
aged buildings was tested by real laser scanning data in an area of
physically damaged buildings (i.e. no simulation!). The test area
is a training field from the Swiss Military Disaster Relief (Fig-
ure 6). It has an extension of about 500 m× 800 m and is used
for training rescue and support during catastrophic events. The

Figure 6: Aerial photograph of the test area

original data were acquired by TopoSys Company in 2004 and
transformed into digital surface models of 1 m raster width. The
precision of these models is in the order of±0.5 m in position
and± 0.15 m in height.

Figure 7 displays how a side roof of a building and a ton-shaped
roof (a) look before (b) and after (c) the second surface segmen-
tation step. Thedebris trianglesare shown in red, theplanes
connecting trianglesin dark and thesegment/planes connecting
triangles in light grey. Each of the extracted segments is dis-
played in a different colour. It is obvious, that by the first step
neither the side roof nor parts of the ton-shaped roof were seg-
mented correctly. Consequently, they are shown as debris in Fig-
ure 7 (b). After the second segmentation step the corresponding
surfaces are assigned to the new surface segments.

Figure 8 shows the model of a larger area, where each surface
segment is displayed by a different colour. The area contains both
the building from Figure 7 of pancake collapse type and some
heaps of debris. Besides, two trucks are imaged and marked by
black circles. The discrimination between debris on the one hand
and obsolete information like the trucks (”perturbations”) on the
other hand plays an important role in classification of damage
types. Elements like the trucks, taken as building components,
do inevitably lead to misclassifications. The example in Figure 8
clarifies, that the trucks may not be discriminated from the further
debris structures without introducing additional knowledge.

A CAD model for the area shown in Figure 6 is given in Figure 9.
This example shows that, supported by such a model, estimations
at high probability are feasible for areas where strong damages
exist and for areas where the buildings will probably not show
major damages.

6 CONCLUSIONS

Modelling undamaged buildings by laser scanning is nearly oper-
ational (Kaartinen et al. 2005), whereas segmentation and clas-
sification of damaged buildings is a new challenging task. Laser
scanning obviously is an ideal tool for developing fast automatic
real-time procedures, e.g. in the context of rescue in a disaster
environment. First results are presented which use extended clas-
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Figure 7: (a) A building with a side roof and a ton-shaped roof in
a classified TIN (b) before and (c) after the second segmentation
step. Each of the extracted segments is displayed in a different
colour.
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Figure 8: Model containing damaged buildings and ”perturba-
tions” (trucks marked by black circles). Each segment is shown
by another colour.
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Figure 9: Model of the test area containing damaged buildings.
The segments are shown in different colours.

sical approaches known from modelling of undamaged buildings
and which make clear that damaged parts may be discriminated
from undamaged parts of buildings.

The results are encouraging to further extend the approach: As far
as the algorithms are concerned, much more should be possible
to extract from the TIN than just geometrical parameters, espe-
cially when modelling in 3D instead of 2D. For instance, neigh-
bourhood and shape are important additional features to take into
consideration. Besides refinement of the algorithms additional
data is expected to strongly improve the results. The step to fuse
multispectral scanner and laser scanning data suggests itself as
today the flights do provide both.
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